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THE STRUCTURE OF THE CRITICAL SET 
IN THE MOUNTAIN PASS THEOREM 

PATRIZIA PUCCI AND JAMES SERRIN 

ABSTRACT. We show that the critical set generated by the Mountain Pass 
Theorem of Ambrosetti and Rabinowitz must have a well-defined structure. 
In particular, if the underlying Banach space is infinite dimensional then ei-
ther the critical set contains a saddle point of mountain-pass type, or the set of 
local minima intersects at least two components of the set of saddle points. Re-
lated conclusions are also established for the finite dimensional case, and when 
other special conditions are assumed. Throughout the paper, no hypotheses 
of nondegeneracy are required on the critical set. 

1. Introduction. The existence of critical points of a real-valued C 1 functional 
I defined on a real Banach space X has been studied extensively in recent years. 
Naturally some kind of compactness is required in such problems, the assumption 
employed here usually being the Palais-Smale condition or some variation of it. A 
remarkable result in this setting is the following theorem due to Ambrosetti and 
Rabinowitz [1]. 

THE MOUNTAIN PASS THEOREM. Let I: X -+ R be a C1 functional satisfying 
the Palais-Smale condition: 

Any sequence (xn) in X with the property that I(xn) -+ limit and 
I'(xn) -+ 0 admits a convergent subsequence. 

Suppose that there exist two real numbers a and R, R > 0, such that I(x) ~ a 
whenever Ilxll = R, I(O) < a, and I(e) < a for some e E X with lIell > R. Then, 
with G denoting the class of continuous paths joining 0 and e, the number 

b = inf max I(g(t)) 
gEGtE[O,1] 

is a critical value of I, ~.e. the set 

Kb = {x E X: I(x) = b, I'(x) = O} 

is nonempty. 

The structure of the critical set Kb has been the subject of recent papers by 
Hofer and by the present authors. This interest stems from the natural desire to 
understand the structure of the critical set (e.g. does Kb contain a saddle point, as 
would be expected from its construction), and from the emergence of applications 
depending on the nature of Kb rather than on its mere existence (see [3]). 
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In [4] Hofer showed that the critical set Kb possesses either a point of mountain-
pass type, or a local minimum. On the other hand, in [7] we have shown that 
when X is infinite dimensional there must be a saddle point in K b . Nevertheless 
the situation still allows considerable refinement, without making any additional 
hypotheses on the basic functional I. 

More precisely, the main result of this paper for the infinite dimensional case 
asserts that either the critical set Kb contains a point which is simultaneously of 
saddle and mountain-pass type, or the set of local minima in Kb is nonempty and 
its closure intersects at least two components of the set of saddle points. 

This result can be viewed as a Morse theorem which is applicable to degenerate 
critical points as well as to functionals merely of class C1. 

Roughly speaking, the first case of the main result says that the "mountain" 
surrounding ° possesses a "realistic" mountain pass. That is, at this point the 
gradient is zero, in each neighborhood of this point there are higher as well as 
lower points, and the set of lower points is not path-connected. In other words, 
the pass must be crossed in going from one set of lower values to another, and at 
the crossing one can see higher points. Of course, this is not the only conceivable 
situation, and the second alternative of the theorem gives the other possibility, 
namely, the mountain pass consists of a saddle point, then of a passage at fixed 
level through a set of local minima and finally of a second saddle point which is 
disconnected from the first. 

The finite dimensional case, rather remarkably, involves a more subtle discussion. 
Indeed here, without some additional mild assumptions, the main result no longer 
holds and must be replaced by a weaker version. More precisely, in this case either 
the critical set contains a point of mountain-pass type or the set of local minima of 
I in Kb is nonempty and its closure intersects at least two components of the set 
of saddle points and proper local maxima. 

To obtain for the finite dimensional case a result corresponding to that stated 
earlier for the infinite dimensional case it is necessary to add the hypothesis that the 
critical set Kb does not separate the primary points ° and e in the Mountain Pass 
Theorem. That such a hypothesis is not necessary in the infinite dimensional case 
arises from the underlying strength of the Palais-Smale condition, which implies, 
among other things, that Kb is compact. Since in an infinite dimensional space 
a compact set cannot separate two different points in its complement, no matter 
where they may be, there is accordingly no need to invoke the separation hypothesis 
required for the finite dimensional case. 

These results are best possible. Indeed, Rabinowitz has remarked in [8] that, for 
the finite dimensional case, Kb need not contain any saddle point, while in [4] Hofer 
has given an example where Kb contains no points of mountain-pass type. On the 
other hand, it might be thought that, at least when Kb consists of a single point 
or of isolated points, it should contain a saddle point y not only of mountain-pass 
type but also having the property that for each sufficiently small neighborhood N 
of y both sets {x E N: lex) > b} and {x E N: lex) < b} are nonempty and not 
path-connected. Such a generalization, however, is not valid. For example, when 
lex, y, z) = x2 +y2 +z2(3-z) the Mountain Pass Theorem applies with e = (0,0,3) 
and a = R = 1. The critical value b is 4 and the critical set K4 consists only of 
the point (0,0,2), which is saddle point of mountain-pass type for which the sets 
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{(x,y,z) E R3: X2 + y2 + (Z - 2)2 < r2 and I(x,y,z) > 4}, r > 0, are nonempty 
and path-connected. Similar examples are possible in any finite dimensional space 
whose dimension n is greater than two and in suitable infinite dimensional spaces. 

When n = 2 and the critical set Kb consists of a single point it appears likely 
that both the sets {x EN: I(x) > b} and {x E N: I(x) < b} are nonempty and not 
path-connected, but we shall not pursue this. 

Precise statements of the results in question, together with their proofs, are given 
in §3, following an important preliminary lemma which we establish in §2. In §4 we 
give two further results. The first is essentially a generalization of the theorems of 
§3, but with an additional and somewhat special hypothesis. The second concerns 
the structure of the critical set when Kb possibly separates ° and e. 

Finally it is worthwhile noting two simple corollaries which follow immediately 
from the main results. 

COROLLARY 1. In the infinite dimensional case, or in the finite dimensional 
case when the points ° and e are not separated by the critical set K b , there exists a 
saddle point in K b . 

Moreover, if the set of saddle points in Kb is connected, or if the set of local 
minima in Kb, is closed, then there exists a saddle point of mountain-pass type in 
K b . 

In particular, if Kb contains exactly one saddle point, then this point must be 
of mountain-pass type. 

COROLLARY 2. In the finite dimensional case there exists either a saddle point 
or a proper local maximum in the critical set K b . 

In addition, if the set of local minima in Kb is closed, then Kb contains a point 
of mountain-pass type. 

Finally, if Kb contains exactly one point which is either a saddle or a proper 
local maximum, then this point is of mountain-pass type. 

The first part of Corollary 1 was established earlier by the present authors (see 
Theorem 7 of [7]), while Hofer's Theorem given in [4] is included in Corollaries 1 
and 2. 

A final remark may be added here. Our principal result shows that the 
"typical" critical point obtained from the Mountain Pass Theorem is a saddle point 
of mountain-pass type, as one would expect from the nature of the construction. For 
illustrative purposes, the functional I may be thought of as having the asymptotic 
behavior 

n-l 
I)Xi - XiO)2 - (xn - xn O)2, X = R n , n ~ 2, 

1 

near such a point. On the other hand, additional types of asymptotic behavior are 
possible near a saddle point, for example 

k-l n 

I)Xi - XiO)2 - I)Xi - Xio)2, 3 ::; k ::; n - 1, n ~ 4, 
1 k 

this corresponding to a point which is not of mountain-pass type. Clearly, alterna-
tive methods are needed to attain such points. 
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2. Preliminaries. Hereafter X will be a fixed real Banach space, I: X -+ R 
a C l functional satisfying the Palais-Smale condition, .and Kc = {x E X: I(x) = 
c,I'(x) = O}, c E R, the set of critical points of I at the level c. 

If A is a subset of X we denote its complement by AC, its closure by A and its 
boundary byaA. If A and B are two nonempty disjoint subsets of X we define the 
distance from A to B by the number 

dist(A,B) = inf{d(x,y):x E A, y E B}. 

It is evident that if A is closed and B is compact, for instance, then 0 < dist(A, B). 
The following lemma is a slight variant of a result due to Clark [2] and Rabinowitz 

(see the proof of Theorem 1.9 in [8]). For the convenience of the reader we shall 
give the main outline of the proof. 

LEMMA. Let c be a fixed real number and E a nonempty closed set in X such 
that En Kc = 0. Then for any positive number p and for all sufficiently small 
c > 0, say c :S d( c, p, E), there exists a related continuous mapping 0': X -+ X such 
that: 

(i) 1100(x) - xii :S p; 
(ii) I(x):S c - 2c implies O'(x) = x; 

(iii) x E E and I(x) :S c + c implies I(O'(x)) :S c - C. 

PROOF. Assume first that Kc i= 0. Then since Kc is compact and E closed we 
have 0 < 8 = dist(Kc , E). Put 

A8 = {x E X: dist(x, Kc) 2: 8} 

so that A8 is closed and contains E. 
By the Palais-Smale condition there exists a positive real number a depending 

on 8 and having the property that 

(1) III'(x)11 2: a > 0 when x E I-l(C - 2, c + 2) n A8/4. 

Given p > 0, we set 

(2) d(c,p,E) = min{1,apj4,a8j8}, 

and consider any positive number c :S d( c, p, E). 
We now introduce two locally Lipschitz continuous functions g, g: X -+ [0,1] such 

that 

(3) 

and 

(4) 

== {O ?utside I-l(c - 2c, c + 2c), 
g 1 mI-l[c-c,c+c] 

__ {O outside A8/4' 
g = 1 in A8/ 2 . 

By Palais' Lemma (for a proof see, for instance, Lemma 1.6 of [8]) there exists a 
pseudo-gradient vector field v: X -+ X, X = {x E X: I'(x) i= O}, of I which is 
locally Lipschitz continuous. In particular, for x E X 

Ilv(x)11 :S 21II'(x)11 and I'(x)(v(x)) 2: III'(x)112. 
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The mapping V: X -> X given by 
_ v(x) 

V(x) = -pg(x)g(x) Ilv(x)11 
is then well defined. Indeed by (1) and (2) it follows that Ilv(x)11 ::::: 11['(x)11 ::::: 0: > 0 
when x E [-I(c-2c:,c+2c:)nAo/4 , while V(x) = o when x ct- [-I(c-2c:,c+2c:) or 
x ct- AO/4 by (3) and (4). By construction V is also bounded and locally Lipschitz 
continuous. We now consider the flow associated with the ordinary differential 
equation in X 

(5) 

By classical existence theorems there exists a unique solution a x = a x (t), t E R, 
for each x E X. Moreover, o'(x) == O'x (1) is a continuous mapping of X into itself. 
We shall show that a satisfies properties (i), (ii), and (iii). 

Since IIV(x)11 spit follows at once that (i) holds. Also in view of (3) we have 
O'x(t) == x whenever x ct- [-I(C - 2c:, c + 2c:), proving (ii). It remains to demonstrate 
(iii). 

To this end, put Wx (t) = [(ax (t)) and observe that 

d~x (t) = ['(O'x(t)) (! O'x(t)) = ['(O'x(t))(V(O'x(t))) 

= - pg(~:~~~ft~~'I(t)) ['(O'x(t))( v(O'At))) 

< _pg(O'x(t))g(O'x(t)) 11['(0' (t))W 
- Ilv(O'x(t))11 x 

s - ~pg( O'x(t) )g( O'x( t)) 11[' (ax ( t)) II 
where we have used both properties of the pseudogradient v as well as the fact that 
[' (x) =i- 0 when g( x )g( x) =i- O. This inequality entails two conclusions: first, for all 
x E X, t E R, 

(6) dwx(t) < O· 
dt -, 

and second, for all x, t such that ax(t) E [-1 [c - c:, c + c:] n AO/ 2 , 

dwx(t) 1 
(7) ---;It s -"2PO: 

by virtue of (1)-(4). 
The first conclusion shows that [(ax(t)) S c - c: when [(x) S c - c:. It is thus 

enough to obtain (iii) when x E [-1(C - c:, C + c:] n Ao· 
In this case, suppose for contradiction that [(a(x)) > c - c:. Then by (6) we 

have ax(t) E [-1(C - c:, C + c:] for t E [0,1]. There are now two situations to be 
considered. 

1. ax(t) E AO/2 for all t E [0,1]. Then from (7) and (2) we obtain 

c - c: < [(a(x)) = wx(1) = wx(O) + 101 d~x (t) dt 

< (c + c:) - .!po: < c - c: - 2 - , 
a contradiction. 
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2. oAt) E A8/2 for t E [0, T], T < 1, and ax(T) E BA8/2. Then, as in case 1, we 
find 

c - 6 < I(ax(T)) = Wx(T) :::; (c + 6) -1POT, 

so that pT < 46/0. On the other hand, since IIV(x)11 = p when 

x E r1[c - 6,C + cJ n A8/2' 

we have by (2) 

(8) 

But ax(O) = x E A8 and ax(T) E BA8/2 which gives Ilax(T)-ax(O)11 ~ 8/2, violating 
(8). This completes the demonstration when Kc i- 0. 

If Kc = 0 the same proof applies, except that the number 8 need not be in-
troduced, we can simply take A8 = A8/2 = A8/4 = X, and ?J == 1. Moreover the 
second case above does not now occur since obviously a x (t) E X for all t E R. 

REMARK. From the proof above it is apparent that for each x E X there is a 
continuous map ax: [0, 1J ---+ X such that ax(O) = x, ax(1) = a(x) and I(ax(t)) :::; 
I(x) for every t E [0, 1J. 

In the remaining part of the paper we shall suppose that I satisfies the hypotheses 
of the Mountain Pass Theorem, as given in the Introduction. The following notation 
will be useful throughout the paper: 

h = {x E X: I(x) < b}, 
Kb = {x E X: I(x) = b,I'(x) = O}, 
Mb = {x E Kb: x is a local minimum of I}, 
Pb = {x E Kb: x is a proper local maximum of I, that is x 

is a local maximum of I and x E h}, 
Sb = {x E Kb: x is a saddle point of I, namely in each 

neighborhood of x there exist two points y and z 

such that I(y) < I(x) < I(z)}, 

where b denotes the critical value of I given in the Mountain Pass Theorem. 
It is easily seen that Kb is the disjoint union of the sets Mb, Pb and Sb. Moreover, 

in view of the Palais-Smale condition, Kb as well as Sb and Pb U Sb is compact. 
Finally Pb U Sb C h. 

We say that Kb does not separate 0 and e if there exists a component C of (Kb)C 
such that 0, e E C. 

PATHS. A path g joining two points Xo and Xl in X is by definition a continuous 
map g: [0, 1J ---+ X such that g(O) = Xo and g(l) = Xl. 

Let A and B be sets in X. We call A a subcomponent of B if A is a subset of 
some component of B. In this case, if B is open and x, yEA then there exists a 
path joining x and y and contained in B. 

Now, slightly modifying a terminology introduced by Hofer in [4], we say that 
a point x E Kb is of mountain-pass type (m-p type) if for any neighborhood N 
of x the set N n h is not a subcomponent of h. It follows at once that if x is 
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of mountain-pass type then for any neighborhood N of x the set N n h must be 
nonempty and not path-connected (Hofer's definition). Conversely, it is easy to see 
that if x is not of mountain-pass type then for all suitably small neighborhoods N 
of x the set N n h must be a subcomponent of h. 

We say that a path 9 intersects a nonempty subset U of X if there exists some 
t E [0,1] such that g(t) E U. 

Two paths 9 and h with the property that there exist two parameters to and 
tl in [0,1] such that g(to) = h(tl) determine a new path f joining g(O) to h(l) 
obtained by following, first, 9 from g(O) to g(to) and then h from h(td to h(l). In 
other words f: [0, 1] --+ X is defined by 

f(t) = {9(2tot), 
h(2(1 - h)t + 2tl - 1), 

O::;t::;!, 
! ::; t ::; 1, 

and clearly is continuous with f([O, 1]) = g([O, to]) U h([tl, 1]). Obviously the same 
idea can be used for any finite number of paths having successive intersections. 

We finally say that a path 9 is a bridge if g([O, 1]) c h. If x, yare two points in 
a subcomponent of h then obviously there is a bridge joining these points. 

,3. The main result. For the sake of simplicity we first prove the main result 
for the finite dimensional case. 

THEOREM 1. Let X be a finite dimensional Banach space. Assume that Kb in 
the Mountain Pass Theorem does not separate 0 and e. Then at least one of the 
following two cases occurs: 

(a) Kb contains a saddle point of mountain-pass type; 
(/3) Mb intersects at least two components of Sb. 

PROOF. Without loss of generality we may assume that X is endowed with the 
Euclidean norm. 

Since Kb does not separate 0 and e, there exists a component C of the open set 
(Kb)C containing 0 and e. Because C is open, it is therefore path-connected as well 
as connected. Hence there is a path 9 E G joining 0 and e and lying entirely in C. 
In particular 17([0,1]) n Kb = 0 and 

0<81 = dist(g([O, 1]), Kb). 

Assume that there are no saddle points in K b of m-p type, for otherwise (a) 
holds and we are done. Now let us suppose for contradiction that (/3) fails. Then 
either 

or 

(** ) Mb intersects exactly one component, say S, of Sb. 

Under the assumption (*) we have 

o < 82 = dist(Mb, Sb) 

if Mb =J: 0 and Sb =J: 0. If either Mb = 0 or Sb = 0 then we put 82 = 1. The case 
Sb = 0 actually does not occur, in view of Theorem 7 of [7], though we make no 
use of this fact. 
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When (**) holds, for each point xES we choose an open ball B(x,px) with 
center at x and radius Px less than 81 such that B(x, Px) n h is a subcomponent 
of h, necessarily nonempty since x is a saddle point. This is possible since (a) is 
assumed false. From the open cover {B(x, :tPx): x' E S} of the compact set S we 
can extract a finite subcover, namely 

(9) B(xl, :tpd, ... , B(Xk' :tPk), k 2 1, 
whose union will be denoted by N. Assumption (**) implies that N is connected, 
that Mb and Sb n NC are disjoint and that 

o < 82 = dist(Mb, Sb n NC), 
if Sb n NC =1= 0. When Sb n NC = 0, we set 82 = 1 as before. 

For uniformity of notation, we put N = 0 and k = 0 also for the simpler case 
(*). Let 8 = min{81 ,82 } and Kb = Kb n NC. 

We now introduce an open cover for Kb. Since none of the saddle points x of Kb 
is of m-p type, for each of them we again select an open ball B(x, Px) with center 
at x and radius Px < 8 such that B(x, Px) n h is a subcomponent of h. If Y E Kb is 
a local minimum of I, we choose an open ball B(y, Ty) such that 1 2 b in B(y, Ty). 
Similarly, if y E Kb is a proper local maximum of I, we pick an open ball B(y, Ty) 
such that 1 :::; b in B(y, Ty). Again in these two last cases we take the radii Ty < 8. 
The open cover {B(x, :tPx), B(y, !Ty): x E Kb n Sb, y E Kb n Sb} of the compact 
set Kb has a finite sub cover of the form: 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

B(Xk+l, :tpk+d, ... , B(xk+/' :tPk+/), 

B(Yl, !Td,···, B(Ym, !Tm), 

whose union will be denoted by W. Here Xk+1,"" Xk+/ are saddle points of I; 
Yl, ... , Ym are local minima of I; and Ym+ 1, ... ,Ym+n are proper local maxima of 
1 in Kb. If a ball B(Yi, !Ti) arises from a flat point Yi of I, it will of course appear 
only in (11). Possibly there are no balls of any particular type (9)-(12), but this 
will not affect the proof. In the following U will denote the open neighborhood 
N U W of Kb. Clearly Un §([O, 1]) = 0. 

Since U is given by a finite union of open balls, it can be assumed that its 
components Uj, j = 1, ... ,IL, IL :::; 1 + I + m + n, which are of course open, have the 
additional property that 

0< min{dist(Ui , UJ ): i,j = 1, ... ,IL, i =1= j}. 
In fact, if necessary, we may attain this requirement by slightly reducing each of 
the numbers Pi, i = k + 1, ... , k + I, and T s , 8 = 1, ... , m + n. 

Since Kb is compact and U is an open neighborhood of Kb it is clear that 

0< P = !dist(Kb, UC). 
Define E = {x E X:dist(x,UC) :::; p}, so that E is closed, disjoint from Kb and 
contains uc. Let d = d(b, P, E) be the number given in the lemma of §2 when 
Kc = K b , and put 

c = min{d, !(b - 1(0)), !(b - I(e))}. 
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Clearly c > 0 since b :::: a > max{I(O), I(e)}. In view of the definition of b we can 
fix a path g such that 

(13) gE G, g([0, 1]) C Ib+c. 
Our goal is to modify g to obtain another path y such that 

(14) y([0,1]) C h. 
This will contradict the definition of b and complete the proof. 

Consider the mapping a: X --+ X given by the lemma in §2, depending on b, p, E 
and c. By the definition of c and property (ii) in the lemma it is evident that the 
path aog is in G. Moreover for all t such that aog(t) E UC we have I(aog(t)) :s: b-c. 
Indeed the condition a 0 g(t) E UC together with property (i) of the lemma shows 
that g(t) E E. But then I(a 0 g(t)) :s: b - c in view of (13), property (iii) of the 
lemma, and the fact that c :s: d. 

We may assume without loss of generality, therefore, that the path g itself sat-
isfies the condition 

g(t) E UC implies I(g(t)):S: b - c, 

and a fortiori that 
g(t) E U C implies g(t) E h. 

If g( [0, 1]) C UC, then we reach the required contradiction immediately. Thus, it 
is enough to consider the case when g intersects U. We can suppose that the first 
component Uj of U intersected by g, in the natural order given by t, is U1 . Let t?, tt be the unique pair of parameters such that 

o < t~ < t~ < 1; 

z~ = g(t~), zi = g(ti) E au1; 
g([O, t~]) n U = g([tL 1]) n U1 = 0. 

In the same manner, the first component Uj intersected by g for some t > tt can 
be supposed to be U2 . Again there exists a unique pair of parameters tg, t~ such 
that 

t~ < tg < t~ < 1; 

zg = g(tg), zi = g(t~) E au2 ; 

g([tL tg]) n U = g([t~, 1]) n U2 = 0. 
Now, proceeding recursively, we construct v pairs of parameters, with v :s: j-l, such 
that 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

O 1 0 1 0 t1 to 1. = to < t1 < t1 < ... < tv < v < v+1 = , 

j = 1, . .. ,v; 

v+1 
U g([t;_l' tJ]) c h· 
j=l 

For uniformity of notation we write 0 = z6 and e = Z~+l. Note also that each of 
the points Zj, j = 1, ... , v, is in h, by the result of the previous paragraph. 
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We now show that there exists a bridge Vj corresponding to each pair of points 
zJ and z}, j = 1, ... ,v. We begin by constructing the bridge V1 from z~ to zi. 

Since by assumption Kb does not separate 0 and e, we claim that z~ and zi are 
in the same component L1 of (Ud c • To show this, we first follow the path 9 from zi 
until we reach e. Afterwards we proceed along the continuous path 9 in the reverse 
direction from e to 0, and then along 9 from 0 to z~. The resulting continuous path 
joins zi to z~ and nowhere intersects U1 . This proves the claim above. 

At the same time, z~, zi are in 8U1 and hence also belong to 8L 1 . By the lemma 
in §7 of [7J we know that 8L1 is path-connected. Thus, there exists a continuous 
path h1 joining z~ and zi with h1([0, 1]) c 8L1. We recall that h1(0) = z~ and 
h1(1) = zi are both in h. If h1([0, 1]) c h, then the path V1 = h1 is a bridge from 
z~ to zi. 

The converse case, h1([0, 1]) rt h, requires a further construction. Let us write 

8U = flU f 2 U f 3 

where 
k+l 

f1 = U (8Un8B(Xi,ipi)) , 
i=l 

m 

f2= U (8un8B(Ys,!rs)) , 
s=l 
m+n 

f3= U (8Un8B(Ys,!rs)). 
s=m+1 

In the following, to simplify the notation, we shall denote the closed balls B(Xi' iPi) 
by Bi and the sets B(Xi' Pi) n h by It. For later use, recall that each of the sets It 
is a nonempty subcomponent of h. It will be convenient also to refer to the closure 
of any ball listed in (9) as a closed ball of type (9), and similarly for the closures of 
balls listed in (10), (11), and (12). 

If x E f3, then x E 8B(ys, !rs) for some s = m + 1, ... , m + n. Since I ::; b 
in B(ys, rs), the equality I(x) = b implies I'(x) = O. But this is impossible since 
x (j. K b . Hence I < bin f3, and by the compactness of f3 there exists a real number 
c such that I ::; c < bin f 3. Moreover f2 n f3 = 0 and f2 n h = 0, since I ::::: b 
in f 2 • 

We select a parameter 1'p E [0,1) as follows: 
(a) if I(h1(0)) < !(b + c), then 1'p is the maximal parameter in (0,1) such that 

I(h1(1'P)) = !(b + c) and I(h1(1')) ::; !(b + c) for l' E [O,1'PJ; 
(b) if I(h1(0)) ::::: !(b + c), then 1'P = O. 
The existence of 1'P in (a) follows from the present assumption that h1 ([0,1]) rt h. 

Here and in the following the parameters l' which we introduce depend on the path 
hll but for simplicity we do not indicate this dependence explicitly. In both cases 
(a) and (b) we have c < I(h1(1'P)) < b, and so h1(1'P) E fl. 

Let C1 be the component of the compact set f1 Uf2 containing h1(1'P) and 1'[ the 
maximum value ofr such that h1(1') E C1. If 1'[ < 1, then h1(1'f) E f 3 . Otherwise, 
there exists () > 0 such that h 1([1'[- (), 1'[ + ()]) c 8U\f3 C f1 U f 2. Hence, since 
C1 is a component of f1 U f2 and h1(1'f) E Cll we get h1(1'l + ()) E C1, which 
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is absurd. Thus, if rl < 1, then h1(rf) E (f1 U f 2) n f3 c f1 n h. Moreover, 
since h1(rf) E f3 we have I(h1(rf)) :S c, while on the other hand I(h1(rp)) 2 
!(b + c) > c. Consequently rl > rp' If rl = 1, then by construction we again 
have h1(rf) = h1(1) = z} E 0 1 n h c f1 n h. Finally we observe that h1(rp), 
h1(rl) E 0 1 n f1 n h and hence in particular 0 1 n f1 =I- 0. 

The next step is to show that there exists a subcomponent IiI) of h contain-
ing both hI (rp) and hI (rf). It is convenient to discuss assumptions (*) and (**) 
separately. 

ASSUMPTION (*). We recall that here k = O. If x E fIn f 2, then there exist two 
indices i and s, i = 1, ... , [, s = 1, ... , m, such that Ilx - xiii = iPi and Ilx - Ysil = 
!rs. Therefore IIYs - xiii :S !rs + iPi < 8 :S 82 = dist(Mb,Sb), which is absurd 
since Ys E Mb and Xi E Sb. Thus f 1 nf2 = 0. Since 0 1 = (01 nf t) u (01 nf2 ) and 
0 1 is connected, it now follows that 0 1 nf2 = 0 and hence 0 1 C fl. Consequently 
there exist [' saddle points, [' :S [, which without loss of generality we may relabel 
Xl, X2, ... , Xl', such that U~'= 1 a BJ is connected and contains 0 1 , In particular, 
denoting the set U~~=l It by IiI), we have hI (rp), hI (rl) E 0 1 n h C IiI). 

We now show that IiI) is a subcomponent of h. To see this, consider two balls 
Bi , BJ , i,j = 1, ... ,[', i =l-j, such that BinBJ =I- 0. Then, either xJ E B(Xi,Pi) or 
Xi E B( XJ, PJ). In both cases It n It =I- 0 and therefore It U It is a subcomponent of 
h. Next let X,Y be two points in IiI), say X E B(X1,pt} and Y E B(Xll,Pl')' Since 
U;=l BJ is connected, a standard maximality argument shows that there exists a 
chain of the balls BJ• in this union joining Bl and Bl" namely BJl = B 1 , BJI" = Bl', 
BJ• n BJ.+ l =I- 0, s = 1, ... , [" - 1, [" :S ['. Hence IiI) is a subcomponent of h, as 
desired. 

A k+l 
ASSUMPTION (**). Let N be the component of the set Ui =l Bi which con-

tains the open connected set N. Since h1(rp), h1(rf) E 0 1 n f1 n h it follows 
that hdrp), hdrf) E U7~{ Bi· There are now two cases to be discussed, that 
is {h1(rp),h1(rl)} C IV and {hl(rp),h1(rl)} ~ IV. If the first case occurs, then 
hI (rp), hI (rl) E IV n h. This set, which we again call IiI), is a subcomponent of 
h by the argument of the previous paragraph. 

Next suppose {h1(rp),h1(rl)} ~ IV, say, for instance, hdrp) tf- IV. We shall 
show then that Ole f 1, so that the situation reduces to the case discussed in (*). 
Thus assume for contradiction that 0 1 n f2 =I- 0. Hence there exists some index 
S = 1, ... , m such that 0 1 naB(y", !r,,) =I- 0. Consequently, since 0 1 is connected, 
there must be a chain joining hI (rp) and B(y", !r,,) consisting of closed balls of 
type (9) or (10) or (11). The first ball in the chain must be of type (9) or (10) 
since hI (rp) E lb. Hence without loss of generality we may assume that all balls B 
in the chain before B(YB' !r,,) are of type (9) or (10). By the definition of IV and 
the fact that hI (rp) tf- IV, it now follows that the balls B cannot intersect IV and 
so a fortiori cannot intersect N. In particular, each ball B is of type (10). But this 
cannot occur since closed balls of type (10) do not intersect closed balls of type 
(11), by construction and the fact that 8 :S 82. Thus, 0 1 c f1 as required. 

The treatment of the case hI (rI) tf- IV is exactly the same. 
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For both assumptions (*) and (**) we stop the construction if r[ = 1. Otherwise, 
recalling that I(hl (r[)) < !(b+c) and repeating the procedure as often as necessary, 
we ultimately obtain a finite set of parameters r such that 

(18) 

(19) 

>'+1 
(20) U hI ([r;_I' r~]) C h, 

8=1 

where the set 1~8) is a subcomponent of h for every 8 = 1, ... , A. That the param-
eter set (18) is not infinite follows from the fact that the continuous function 10 hI 
on [0,1] cannot have an infinite number of oscillations between the two values c and 
!(b+c). Now by (19) the points hl(r~) and hl(r;) are in the same subcomponent 
of h, so there exists a bridge v; joining them. We are thus in position to construct 
a bridge VI from z~ to zi. Indeed, it is enough to follow the path hI from z~ = hI (0) 
to hl(rp), next vi from h 1(rp) to hl(r[), subsequently hI from hl(r[) to hl(r~) 
and so forth until we reach zI = hl(I). 

Proceeding in this way we can therefore successively bridge each of the compo-
nents Uj, j = 1, ... , II, by a corresponding path Vj from zJ to zJ. 

We can now obtain the required path 9 satisfying (14). In fact it is sufficient to 
follow g from 0 = z6 to z~, then VI from z~ to zl, next g from zi to z~ and so on 
until reaching e = z~+ I. This completes the proof. 

Now we state the main result for the infinite dimensional case: 

THEOREM 2. Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space. Then at least 
one of the following two cases occurs: 

(0:) Kb contains a saddle point of mountain-pass type; 
((3) Mb intersects at least two components of Sb. 

PROOF. Since X is infinite dimensional and 0 and e do not belong to the compact 
set Kb, they both are in the same component C of (Kb)c. Thus we may follow the 
main argument introduced for the finite dimensional case. For this reason, there 
will be no confusion if we do not repeat word for word the previous preliminary 
construction. Indeed, no changes are necessary in the selection of the number 
8 = min{ 81, 82 } and of the open neighborhood U = N U W of K b • It is also worth 
noting here that Kb contains no flat points. We introduce as before 

p = !dist(Kb, UC), E = {x E X: dist(x, UC) ::; p}, d = d(b, p, E), 

and take 
E = min{d, !(b - 1(0)), !(b - I(e))}. 

We now fix a path g satisfying (13) and shall show that it can be modified in order 
to obtain (14). To see this, we proceed word for word until formula (17). 

Thus, it remains to show that there exists a bridge Vj corresponding to each pair 
of points zJ, zJ, J. = 1, ... ,II. To begin with, we modify the path g joining 0 and 
e into a piecewise linear path, still from 0 to e and nowhere intersecting V, which 
we continue to call g for simplicity. Then we approximate the parts of g joining zJ 
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and ZJ+l by piecewise linear paths g) from zJ to zJ+l' entirely contained in h for 
each j = 0, 1, ... , //. 

Let Y be a finite dimensional subspace of X containing the piecewise linear paths 
9([0,1]) and g)([O, 1]), j = 0,1, ... ,//, as well as the centers of the set of balls listed 
in (9)-(12). Without loss of generality we may endow Y with the Euclidean norm. 

Let U' = U nY, N' = N n Y and Uj = U) nY, for j = 1, ... ,J-l. Clearly N' is 
connected and Uj are exactly the components of U' in Y. 

For each point x E U' we choose an open ball By(x, Tx) in Y such that: 

(21) By(x, Tx) n g([O, 1]) = 0; 

(22) if x belongs to some closed ball of type (9)-(12), then By(x, Tx) 
is entirely contained in the corresponding ball of radius ~Pi' i = 
1, ... , k + l, or ~rs, s = 1, ... , m + n; 

(23) if x and x respectively are in disjoint closed balls of type (9)-(12), 
then the closures of By(x,rx) and By(x,rx) are disjoint. 

From the open cover {By(x, rx): x E U'} of the compact set U' of Y we select a 
finite subcover, whose union will be called V. We denote by ~. the component of 
V containing Uj, j = 1, ... , J-l, so that by (23) we have Vi n V) = 0 if i =I- j. 

For uniformity and simplicity of notation we still call zJ the first point of in-
tersection of g)-1 with a~· and zJ the last point of intersection of g) with a~, 
j = 1, ... , J-l. The argument already used for the finite dimensional case implies 
that zJ, zJ are in the same component L) of Y\~·. Hence, by the lemma in §7 of 
[7], there is a path hJ from zJ to zJ entirely contained in aLJ for each j = 1, ... ,J-l. 

We start by constructing a bridge VI joining z~ to z}. If hd[O, 1]) c h, we take 
VI = hI as before. Otherwise we introduce the following new sets: 

i=1 
m 

r~ = av n U B(ys, ~rs), 
s=1 

I 

r~ = av n U B(ys, ~rs). 
s=m+l 

By (22) it is clear that av = ri u r~ u r~. Moreover as in the proof of Theorem 
1 we have I(z) < b on the closed bounded subset r~ of Y, so in turn there exists 
a real number c such that I :s: c < b in r~. Since I ;::: b on r~ it follows also that 
r~ n h = 0 and r~ n r~ = 0. 

Define rp E [0,1) as in the proof of Theorem 1. As before, hI (rp) is in ri but 
not in r~ or r~. Let C1 be the component of the compact set ri u r~ containing 
h1 (rp) and rl the maximum value of r such that hl(r) E C1 . Arguing as in the 
finite dimensional case, we see at once that hI (rf) E r~ when rl < 1. In this case 
hl(rf) E (ri u r~) n r~ c ri n h. Also as before rp < rf. When rl = 1, the 
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definition ofrf shows that h1(rf) = h 1(1) = Zf E C1 n h c r~ n h. In both cases 
h1 (rp), h1 (rf) E C1 n r~ n h and so in particular C1 n r~ is nonempty. 

For convenience at this stage we separate the treatment of assumptions (*) and 
(** ). 

ASSUMPTION (*). We recall that k = 0 here. Moreover r~ n r~ = 0, for if not 
then there must exist a point y such that y E B(Xi' !Pi) for some i = 1, ... , I and 
y E B(ys, ~rs) for some s = 1, ... , m. Hence Ilys - xiii < 8 :::; 82 = dist(Mb , Sb), 
which is absurd. Thus we have C1 n r~ = 0 by the usual connectedness argument, 
and so C1 c r~. Therefore there exist I' saddle points, I' :::; I, which we may still 
call X1,X2, ... ,XI', such that U~~=lB(xj,!pj) is connected and contains C1. We 

( 0) (1) (1) (1) U1' j also have h1 r1 ,h1 r1 E C 1 n h c Ib where, as usual, Ib = j=l lb. To show 
that Ii 1) is a subcomponent of h it is sufficient to repeat the argument used in 
the proof of the finite dimensional case, since if B(Xi' ipd n B(xj, !Pj) i- 0, then 
either Xi E B(Xj, PJ) or Xj E B(Xi' Pi). 

A k+l 1 ASSUMPTION (**). Let N be the component of the set Ui =l B(Xi' 3Pi ) which 
contains the open connected set N. Since h1 (rp), h1 (rf) E C1nr~ nh it follows that 
h 1(rp), h1(rf) E U7~t B(Xi' !Pi). There are two cases to be considered, namely 
{h 1(rp),h 1(Tf)} eN and {h 1(rp),ht(rf)} rt N. In the first case it is clear, cJ in 
earlier arguments, that h1 (rp) and h1 (rf) are in the same subcomponent of h, and 
hence in the same component of h. 

In the second case, we may assume for instance that h1 (rp) fj. N. We shall 
show that C 1 n r~ = 0. Otherwise there exists an index s = 1, ... , m such that 
C1 nB(y;;;, ~r;;;) i- 0. Hence, since C 1 is also connected in X, there must be a chain 
of balls of type 

B(Xi' !Pi), i = 1, ... , k; 

B(ys, ~rs), s = 1, ... ,m, 

joining h1 (rp) and B(y;;;, ~r;;;). Now, repeating the argument already used in the 
finite dimensional case, mutatis mutandis, we reach the same contradiction. The 
case h1 (rf) fj. N can be treated similarly. 

The remaining part of the proof is exactly as in Theorem 1. 

4. Further related results. In this section we present two additional theorems 
whose proofs rely on the main argument introduced in the previous section. The 
first is a generalization of Theorems 1 and 2, while the second is a result for the 
case when Kb may possibly separate 0 and e. 

THEOREM 3. Suppose that X is infinite dimensional, or that X is finite dimen-
sional and Kb does not separate 0 and e. Assume also that Mb has only a finite 
number of components. Then either 

(0:) Kb contains a saddle point of mountain-pass type, or 
({3) at least one component of Mb intersects two or more components of Sb· 

PROOF. For simplicity we shall consider only the finite dimensional case, the 
treatment of the infinite dimensional case being similar. Since the proof requires 
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only minor modifications of the argument already given for Theorem 1 we shall in-
dicate only the points of difference. In particular assumption (**) must be replaced 
by a more delicate condition. 

Let M!, ... , MA , A 2' 1, be the components of the set Mb. If (0:) and (0) are 
assumed false, then either (*) holds or there exists an integer A', with 1 ::; A' ::; A, 
such that 

and 

Mi intersects exactly one component of Sb, say Si, for every 
i=1, ... ,A', 

Mi n Sb = (2) for each i = A' + 1, ... ,A, when A' < A. 
Since two different components of Mb can intersect the same component of Sb, it 
is convenient to group the components of M; in such a way that 

Mb = UMi' A" ::; A', 
i=1 

where £Ii are pairwise disjoint compact sets with the property 

(**) each £Ii, i = 1, ... ,A", intersects exactly one component Si of Sb, 
and Si =I- Sj when i =I- j. 

In this case it is clear that 

o < 80 = min { dist (£Ii U Si, Mj U S j ): i, j = 1, ... , A" , i =I- j}. 

We now introduce an open cover of the compact set S = U;~1 Si. Since (0:) is 
assumed to be false, for each point XES we choose an open ball B(x, Px), with 
radius Px < 80 , such that B(x, Px) n h is a subcomponent of h. Let 

k 2' 1, 

be a finite subcover of the open cover {B(x, iPx): XES} of S, and denote its union 
by N. Also we put 8 = min{80 , 81, 82 }. 

We now proceed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1 until the concluding 
discussion of the assumption (**). 

ASSUMPTION (**). Let Ni denote the component of U~;~ Bj containing the 
connected set Si, i = 1, ... ,A". Since hI (TP), hd Tf) E C1 n r 1 n h it follows that 
h1(TP), h1(Tf) E U~;~ Bj . There are three cases to consider here: 

(a) {hI (TP), hdT[)} C Ni for some i = 1, ... , A"; 
o 1 AU' (b) {h1(T1)' hdTl)} rt Ui =1 N i ; 
0' l' , , (c) h1(T1) E Ni and h1(Tl) E Nk for some i, k = 1, ... , A", with Ni =I- Nk. 

Cases (a) and (b) can be treated exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1. The third 
case (c) cannot occur, as we now show. Indeed, if h1(TP) E Ni and h1(Tf) E Nk , 

then, since C1 is connected, there is a chain of closed balls of type (9), (10) or (11) 
joining hI (TP) and hI (Tn For the remaining part of the argument we note that 
any consecutive set of balls of type (9) or (10) in this chain must belong to the 
same component of U~;~ Bj . Now consider the first closed ball B of type (11) in 
the chain. Since 8 ::; 82 , this ball must be preceded by a closed ball of type (9) 
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whose center is in SJ n Ni for some JO = 1, ... , >..". Here, if J' i=- i then NJ = Ni 
even though SJ i=- Si' Since 8 :S 80 , it is evident that B has center in MJ. The 
next ball in the chain is either of type (9) or type (11). If it is of type (11) then 
its center is in MJ since 8 :S 80 , while if it is of type (9) its center is in SJ, again 
because 8 :S 80 . In the second case the ball itself is in NJ' and so finally in Ni since 
NJ = Ni . Continuing in this way we see that every closed baIl of type (9) or (10) 
in the chain is contained in Ni. Since h1(Tl) E h, the last ball in the chain cannot 
be of type (11) and so is contained in Ni. In particular hl(Tl) E Ni and hence 
Ni n Nk i=- 0, which is absurd. 

Now following the remaining part of the proof of Theorem 1, we complete the 
demonstration. 

REMARK. From the proof of Theorem 3 it is easily seen that the assumption 
concerning Mb can be replaced by the following: 

there exists an integer>.. such that Mb = U7=1 MJ where MJ , j = 
1, ... ,>.., are pairwise disjoint compact sets. 

The appropriate assertion (;3) then becomes 

((3') there exists at least one set MJ , JO = 1, ... ,>.., which intersects two 
or more components of Sb. 

This version of Theorem 3 contains Theorem 1 when>.. = 1, and reduces exactly 
to Theorem 3 if each set MJ, JO = 1, ... , >.., is connected. 

In the remaining part of this section we shall prove a further result without 
invoking the hypothesis that Kb does not separate the points 0 and e. 

THEOREM 4. The critical set Kb in the Mountain Pass Theorem is such that 
either 

(0:) Kb contains at least one point of mountain-pass type, or 
((3) Mb intersects at least two components of Sb U Pb · 

PROOF. We shall present the demonstration only for the finite dimensional 
case. Thus without loss of generality we may assume that X is endowed with the 
Euclidean norm. Also for convenience in notation we shall put S; = Sb U Pb. 

We start by assuming that there are no points in S; of m-p type, for otherwise 
(0:) holds and we are done. Thus we suppose for contradiction that either 

MbnS; = 0 

or 

Mb intersects exactly one component, say S, of S;. 

Under assumption (*) we have 0 < 8 = dist(Mb, S;), whenever the sets Mb and 
S; are nonempty. If, on the other hand, one or the other of these sets is empty, 
then we put 8 = 1. 

Next suppose (**) holds. Since (0:) is assumed to be false, for each point xES we 
can choose an open ball B(x, Px) such that the set B(x, Px) n h is a subcomponent 
of h, which is nonempty since x is either a saddle point or a proper local maximum. 
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Hence, the open cover {B(x, ~Px): XES} of the compact set S possesses a finite 
subcover, namely 

(24) k 2': 1, 

whose union will be denoted by N. By virtue of assumption (**) the open set N 
is also connected. 

We have 0 < /5 = dist(Mb, S; n NC), if S; n NC -=1= 0. When S; n NC = 0 we 
take /5 = 1, as before. 

For uniformity of notation we put N = 0 and k = 0 also for the simpler case 
(*). In both cases, we denote the set Kb n NC by Kb. 

For each point x E Kb n S; we can select an open ball B(x,px) with radius 
Px < /5 such that the set B(x, Px) n h is a subcomponent of h. If y E Kb n Mb 
we choose an open ball B(y, ry) such that I 2': bin B(y, ry). From the open cover 

1 1 A A A {B(x, "4Px), B(y, 2ry): x E Kb n S;, y E Kb n Mb} of the compact set Kb we can 
extract a finite subcover of the form 

(25) 

(26) B(Yl, !rd, ... , B(Ym, !r rn), 

whose union will be denoted by W. 
In the following, U will denote the open neighborhood N U W of K b . Since U is 

given by a finite union of open balls, its components Uj, j = 1, ... ,1-", I-" :::; 1 + l + m, 
which are of course open, can be supposed to have the additional property that 

0< min{dist(Ui , Uj): i,j = 1, ... ,1-", i -=1= j}. 

This can be done by slightly reducing the numbers Pi, i = k + 1, ... , k + l, and rs , 

s = 1, ... ,m. 
We now proceed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1 until formula (17). 
The next step is to prove that there exists a bridge Vj corresponding to each pair 

of points zJ and zJ, j = 1, ... , v. We start by constructing the bridge VI from z~ 
to zt. We recall that z~ and zt are both in h by (16). For convenience we discuss 
assumptions (*) and (**) separately. 

ASSUMPTION (*). Here k = 0 and Mb n S; = 0. Thus Ul consists entirely of 
balls of type (25), since it is connected and the radii Pi, rs , i = 1, ... , l, s = 1, ... , m, 
are each less than /5. Moreover Ul n h = IiI) is a subcomponent of h by virtue of 
the argument already used to treat the corresponding assumption (*) in the proof 
of Theorem 1. Hence there exists a bridge VI joining z~ and zt, as required. 

ASSUMPTION (**). Let N be the component of the set U7~; Bi which contains 
the open connected set N. There are two cases to consider: {z~, zD c Nand 
{z~, zD ct N. In the first case z~, zt E Nnh, where Nnh = IiI) is a subcomponent 
of h by construction. Consequently there is a bridge VI joining z~ and zt. 

Otherwise we may assume, for instance, that z~ tf. N. In this case we claim that 
Ul consists entirely of balls of type (25). Indeed, if there were some ball of type 
(26) in U1 , then there would be a chain consisting of closed balls of type (24) and 
(25) joining z~ to a closed ball of type (26). By definition of N and the fact that 
z~ tf. N, however, no balls of type (24) can appear in the chain. Moreover, closed 
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balls of type (25) are disjoint from closed balls of type (26). Hence no balls of type 
(26) can appear in U1 and, by the same argument repeated again, also no balls 
of type (24). The situation is thus reduced to the case already discussed under 
assumption (*) and so a bridge VI joining z~ to zi can be found. The case zi rJ IV 
can be handled similarly. 

For each j = 2, ... , 1/ we proceed as above to find a bridge Vj for the component 
Uj . 

Finally, denoting by 9 the path obtained by following, first, 9 from 0 = Z6 to z~, 
then VI from z~ to Zf, next 9 from zi to z~ and so forth until reaching e = z~+ 1, 

we obtain the required contradiction. 
REMARK. In analogy with Theorem 3, it is clear that Theorem 4 can be gener-

alized as follows: 
Assume that Mb = U~=1 M j , where M j , j = 1, ... , A, are pairwise disjoint 

compact sets. Then either 
(0:) Kb contains a point of mountain-pass type, or un at least one set M j intersects two or more components of Sb U Pb . 
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